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9781780898988

MY LOVE STORY

BRIDGE OF CLAY

Tina Turner
Trade paperback

Markus Zusak
Trade paperback

Tina Turner is the Queen of Rock ‘n’
Roll, a musical icon celebrating her
60th year in the industry. In this dramatic
autobiography, she tells the story of
a truly remarkable life in the spotlight.
From her early years picking cotton in
Nutbush, Tennessee to her rise to fame
alongside Ike Turner, and finally to her
phenomenal success in the 1980s and beyond,
Tina candidly examines her personal history,
from her darkest hours to her happiest
moments and everything in between.

The epic new novel from the award-winning,
bestselling author of The Book Thief.
Here is a story told inside out and back
to front: the five Dunbar brothers are living –
fighting, loving, grieving – in the perfect chaos
of a house without grown-ups. Today, the father
who walked out on them long ago has just
walked right back in. He has an unexpected
request: Who will build a bridge with him?

9780857525956

HIPPIE
Paulo Coelho
Trade paperback

KILLING COMMENDATORE
Haruki Murakami
Trade paperback

9781787300194

The much-anticipated new novel from
the internationally acclaimed, best-selling
author of 1Q84 and Colorless Tsukuru
Tazaki and His Years of Pilgrimage, Killing
Commendatore is an epic tour de force of
love and loneliness, war and art – as well
as a loving homage to The Great Gatsby –
and a stunning work of imagination from
one of our greatest writers.

9781786331595

THE FOX
Frederick Forsyth
Trade paperback

LOVE IS BLIND
William Boyd
Trade paperback

9780241295946

Love is Blind is William Boyd’s sweeping,
heart-stopping new novel – set at the end
of the 19th century, it follows the fortunes of
Brodie Moncur, a young Scottish musician,
about to embark on the story of his life.
A fateful encounter with a famous pianist
in Paris irrevocably changes his future –
and sparks an obsessive love affair with
a beautiful Russian soprano, Lika Blum.
It’s a tale of dizzying passion and brutal
revenge; of artistic endeavour and the
illusions it creates; of all the possibilities
that life can offer, and how cruelly they
can be snatched away.

A journey to the past. An inspiration for
the future. Paulo Coelho’s new bestseller.
In Hippie, his most autobiographical novel
to date, Paulo Coelho takes us back in time to
relive the dream of a generation that longed for
peace and dared to challenge the established
social order.

9780593080597

Most weapons do what you tell them. Most
weapons you can control.
But what if the most dangerous weapon in
the world isn’t a smart missile or a stealth submarine or even an AI computer programme?
What if it’s a 17-year-old boy with a blisteringly
brilliant mind, who can run rings around the
most sophisticated security services across the
globe, who can manipulate that weaponry and
turn it against the superpowers themselves?
How valuable would he be? And what wouldn’t
you do to get hold of him?
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9781780895246

AMBUSH

THE SILENCE OF THE GIRLS

BANK ROBBER

James Patterson
Trade paperback

Pat Barker
Trade paperback

Allan Heyl
Softcover

An anonymous tip about a crime in Upper
Manhattan proves to be a setup. An officer
is taken down – and, despite the attackers’
efforts, it’s not Michael Bennett.
A series of murders follows, each with
a distinct signature, alerting Bennett to
the presence of a professional killer with
a flair for disguise.
Michael Bennett can’t tell what’s
driving the assassin. But he can tell it’s
personal, and that it’s part of something
huge. Through twist after twist, he fights
to understand exactly how he fits into
the killer’s plan, before he becomes the
ultimate victim.

The great city of Troy is under siege as Greek
heroes Achilles and Agamemnon wage
bloody war over a stolen woman. In the
Greek camp, another woman is watching and
waiting: Briseis. She was a queen of this land
until Achilles sacked her city and murdered
her husband and sons. Now she is Achilles’
concubine: a prize of battle.
They are just ten weeks away from the
death of Achilles and the Fall of Troy, an end
to this long and bitter conflict. Briseis will
see it all – and she will bear witness.

In this fast-paced, no-holds-barred, nopunches-pulled memoir, Heyl exposes
the hell of prison life, revels in the sheer
gung-ho audacity of robbing banks, and
reveals an inept and incompetent police
force. As a member of the notorious ‘Stander
Gang’, which both appalled and enthralled
South Africans in the late ’70s and early ’80s,
Allan became a career criminal. But this
choice of lifestyle had its consequences…

9780241338094

Annelie Botes
Sagteband

Vincent Pienaar
Trade paperback

James Patterson
Trade paperback

9781780895307

KAINSMERK

TOO MANY TSUNAMIS

JUROR NO.3

The murder of a woman from one of the
town’s oldest families has Rosedale’s upper
crust howling for blood, and the prosecutor
is counting on Ruby Bozarth’s inexperience
to help him deliver a swift conviction.
As news breaks of a second murder,
Ruby’s ex-fiancé, Lee Greene, shows up
on her doorstep – a Southern gentleman
in need of a saviour.
As lurid, intertwining investigations
unfold, no one in Rosedale can be trusted,
especially the twelve men and women
impaneled on the jury. They may be hiding
the biggest secret of all.

9781776092895

9781485903369

Bert hasn’t succeeded at much in life. In fact,
just about any stab at success has descended
into pathetic failure. Even his feeble attempts
at suicide have failed, leaving him alive and
disappointed. His most recent attempt is
accompanied by the most beautiful of suicide
notes. A simple, single, smoothly alliterated
line: Too Many Tsunamis. He loves it so much
he thinks it might win him the literary fame
that has eluded him for so long. He commits
the three words to paper, and commits
his body to the hereafter – but aborts the
attempt in mid-flight. He doesn’t want to die
wondering if his mother will understand the
suicide note.
Still living under her roof at the age of
thirty-four, Bert is a huge source of irritation
to his mother, who constantly verbalises the
hope that he will find a job or a girlfriend.
In an attempt to explain his better-thanperfect suicide note, he begins to write
a footnote to the suicide note. This document,
he tells himself, is important. He’ll perform
the final act once the note is complete.

9781776093038

’n Boervrou se ouderlingman verrinneweer
haar en sy begin drink, en droom van die
dag dat sy haar man se lyk in die put op die
werf afgooi. ’n Vrou wat tronkstraf uitgedien
het vir diefstal, beland as huishoudster by ’n
hoogaangeskrewe man met ’n rare obsessie.
’n Mevroudominee gaan soek rus en heling in
’n grot op haar geboorteplaas.
Hierdie is maar enkele van die karakters
waarmee Botes Suid-Afrikaanse tydskriflesers
deur die jare meegevoer het. Nou word dié
juwele vir die eerste keer byeengebring in
een band.

DOWN TO THE WOODS
M.J. Arlidge
Trade paperback

9780718183882

DI Helen Grace must face down a new
nightmare. The arrow-ridden victims hang
from the New Forest’s ancient oaks, like
pieces of strange fruit. Why are helpless
holidaymakers being targeted in peak
camping season? And what do their murders
signify? Is a psychopath stalking the forest?
Is there an occult element to the killings?
Could the murders even be an offering to
the Forest itself? Helen must walk into the
darkness to discover the truth behind her
most challenging, most macabre case yet.

